Introduction
Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) have been expected to fabricate a new type of display since C. W. Tang and S. A. VanSlyke first reported on high-performance OLEDs [1] . The main feature of OLEDs is that they use organic fluorescent dyes as an emitter, therefore various approaches have been done to enhance the electroluminescence (EL) external quantum efficiency, i L, accompanied with the development of a large number of new materials. [2] [3] [4] [5] One effective approach is the doping method where highly fluorescent organic dyes (guest) are molecularly doped in organic thin solid films (host). In the host-guest system, at first a host molecule is excited, and then it transfers its energy to a guest molecule, followed by the emission from the guest molecule.
In the case of photoluminescence (PL), an excited host molecule is created after absorption of a higher energy photon, on the other hand, in the case of EL, it is created after recombination of an electron and a hole at a host site, so the difference between PL and EL process in the host-guest system is only the source of excitation.
Therefore the PL quantum yield, 4 PL, of a guest molecule in the host-guest system under the excitation of a host molecule is one of the most important factors to achieve higher i7 L on EL devices. [6] Moreover, some other PL studies on the host-guest system can guide us to develop high performance EL devices.
In the present paper, we studied the PL quantum yields, #PL, and some other PL properties of some common and originally synthesized organic materials in solid films. The films include not only single ones but also composite ones molecularly doped with highly fluorescent dyes. Finally, we show our development in red OLEDs with high performance.
Method Materials for the experiments
are commercially available or synthesized as reported procedure. Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of common organic materials. We used tris(8-hydroxyquinolinolato)aluminium (ifi) (A1q3), Tris(4-hydroxyphenanthridinolato)aluminium (III) (A1Phq3) ; and 2,6-bis
(C545) and 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(1,1, 7, 7-tetramethyljulolidyl-9-enyl)-4H-pyrane (DCJT) as guest materials.
Films with 50 nm thickness for PL were fabricated on the quartz substrates by vacuum vapor deposition in 5 X 10& Torr. Guest concentration in the composite films was about 0.5 wt %, which was carried out by controlling the I. Photopolym. SCI. Technol., Vol.14, No. 2, 2001 deposition rate of host and guest. PL quantum yields were measured as a value relative to a standard one, Yb = 0.25 for Alga film, [6] The values Y$pL measured possess enough accuracy to discuss PL properties of organic materials and their potential for EL devices. In the case of composite films, the values ~'PL measured include the contribution of energy transfer from host to guest.
However, we adopted the values without correction, because the efficiency of energy transfer in our host-guest system is almost unity, which can be confirmed by emission spectra of the composite films. OLED cells were fabricated on indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates by vacuum vapor deposition in 5 x 106 6 torr.
The emitting area was 5 x 5 mm. The cell structure used in this experiment was as follows: [ITO anode/ hole transport layer I emitting layer I cathode].
We used N,N-diphenyl-N,Ndi(3-methylphenyl)-1,1`-biphenyl-4,4'-diamine (TPD) as a hole transport material. Figure 2 shows the relationship between PL quantum yields, of solid films, and external quantum efficiency, IEL, of EL devices.
Results and Discussion
The values rlEL increase in proportion to the value 9'PL, This means we can obtain EL devices with high KIEL by using organic materials with high 4L. According to the relationship between qL and iL in Fig.2 , an organic material with '4L =1.0 can achieve an EL device with the highest performance, 11EL = 5%. This value is in a good agreement with theoretical maximum of lEL for EL emissions from ringlet excited states. [7] As shown in Fig.2 Therefore, further prevention from the concentration quenching of guest materials in the composite films is necessary to achieve high per-formance red emitting OLEDs.
Concentration quenching of a guest material can be affected both by a host material and by a guest material itself Here we introduce a parameter d2, shown as equation 1, which is suitable for representing the degree of concentration quenching of guest molecules in a composite film.
where Af,lm i the fluorescence peak wavelength . of a guest material in the composite film and A is that in the solution (CH2Cl). 2When guest molecules interact with each other in a composite film, the fluorescence peak shifts at a longer wavelength.
So d2 represents the degree of interaction of guest molecules in the composite film compared to that in the diluted solution where guest molecules exist at a single molecular state and don't interact with each other. Thus we can estimate the degree of concentration quenching in the composite film by using dL Figure 3 shows bPL in composite films where various host materials used for a specific guest material as a parameter of d2. cL depends on host materials and decreased as , 2 increased. Even though host materials used are not so different in their physical properties such as polarity, guest molecules in the composite films are affected by their surroundings, that is, host molecules. So the dependence of cPL on host materials is due to the differences in the degree of concentration quenching of guest molecules in the composite films. Figure 4 shows bpL versus d2 in composite films where some guest materials used for a specific host material. It is also observed that ~'PL depended on guest materials and decreased as zU increased similar to Fig. 3 . These results suggest that we can achieve high Y'PL by choosing a hostguest pair with small d2 in the composite film.
With the concept mentioned above, we synthesized new materials, and fabricated composite films and EL devices. The typical performance of our new materials is summarized in Table 1 . bpL = 0.38 in the composite film at a red region is one of the highest value, as far as we know, and EEL = 2.1 with pure red emission (chromaticity coordinates: x = 0.65, y = 0.34) in the EL device is comparable to any other red EL devices reported before. This high performance is due to the decrease in the concentration quenching of guest materials.
The reduction of concentration quenching has another important effect on the host-guest system. Figure  5 shows 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we exhibit linear relation.. ship between PL quantum yields, Y'PL, of solid films and external quantum efficiency, 'lEL, of EL devices. Some other PL studies revealed that b L decreases as z12 increases and d,l can be affected both by host materials and by guest materials in composite films. These results afford us the concept on developing new materials for high performance OLEDs. Eventually, we can realize KIEL = 2.1 with pure red emission (chromaticity coordinates: x = 0.65, y = 0.34). 
